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ABSTRACT Two-stream convolutional networks have shown strong performance in a video action recog-

nition task for its ability to capture spatial and temporal features simultaneously. However, the calcu-

lation of optical flow is time-consuming and it cannot be applied to the real-time processing of video.

To address this problem, this paper proposes a new end-to-end architecture called SpatioTemporal Relation

Networks (STRN) to extract spatial information and temporal information simultaneously from the video

with the only RGB input. STRN consist of two branches, called appearance stream and motion stream,

respectively. Appearance stream retains the structure of the original spatial stream in the two-stream

architecture with the input of consecutive frames instead of a single frame. Motion stream, which takes

relation information between the adjacent features in the appearance stream as an input, can effectively

complement appearance stream. A relation block is an extractor which is used to extract relation information

from the appearance stream. STRN can learn spatiotemporal information from the video with the only RGB

input, which avoids the calculation of optical flow. We validate the STRN on UCF-101 and HMDB-51 and

achieve better performance.

INDEX TERMS Action recognition, convolutional neural networks, two-stream networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Video action recognition is of great significance for its wide

range of practical applications in video surveillance, video

retrieval, human computer interaction, etc.

Current methods are mainly based on deep learning, par-

ticularly Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [1], since

CNNs have turned out to be a sort of powerful model

and achieved great success in image processing domain.

However, early CNNs-based methods [2], [3] did not make

satisfactory progress. The main reason may be that video

is a 3D modality by nature and it contains both appear-

ance information and motion information, while CNNs are

designed for 2D images to capture appearance information.

So early CNNs-based video action recognitionmethods failed

to extract motion information from videos and were inferior

to the best human-crafted method [11].

How to learn spatiotemporal information from videos is

a fundamental problem in video action recognition. Both

the early hand-crafted methods and current deep learning-

based methods attempt to extract effective spatiotemporal

features to represent video information. There are two kinds

of successful architectures: two-stream networks [4] and 3D

CNNs [3]. Two-stream networks divide video information

into spatial and temporal information. Spatial information is

extracted by a spatial stream with RGB input, while a tempo-

ral stream takes stacked optical flow which is the displace-

ment vector of adjacent frames and calculated in advance

as input, and it can be used as an extractor of temporal

information. Introducing optical flow makes two-stream net-

works achieve the state-of-the-art performance and surpass

the best hand-crafted methods at that time [11]. However,

the calculation of optical flow is time-consuming and it is

not suitable for real-time processing. Therefore, 3D convo-

lution (Conv3D) is introduced to overcome this limitation.

It can be used to extract spatiotemporal information with the

input of video clips. However, it is hard to train a 3D CNN

and the performance of 3D CNNs are inferior to two-stream

architecture. So we still can’t be sure whether the 3D model

can efficiently learn spatiotemporal information from videos

or not.
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FIGURE 1. The overview of STRN. Our STRN consist of two branches, called appearance stream and motion
stream. We train the whole architecture with the input of consecutive frames. A relation block is used to
extract relation information from features in appearance stream and we train our motion stream with the
extracted relation information. Extra relation blocks are added between appearance stream and motion
stream to make a complement of relation information. We average scores of all the frames in appearance
stream and finally fuse the two streams.

In this paper, a new architecture called SpatioTemporal

Relation Networks (STRN) is proposed to make a better rep-

resentation of spatiotemporal information. We hold the opin-

ion that features extracted by basic 2DCNNswith the input of

consecutive frames still retain the relation information among

frames and can be used to represent motion information in

video. So we attempt to extract relation information from

appearance stream. We feed our motion networks with the

input of extracted relation information. The whole structure

can be seen in Fig. 1. The input of the whole architecture is

consecutive frames. We extract features of each frame with a

basic 2D CNN. The motion information is obtained with the

input of relation information of consecutive frames which is

extracted by a relation block after the first convolution layer

in appearance stream. We also try to add extra relation blocks

tomake a complement of motion stream. Our structure retains

the two branches architecture and avoid the calculation of

optical flow. The relation block is designed to extract relation

information between features in appearance stream, which

can effectively represent the temporal information in videos

but increase a little computing cost in STRN. On account

that extracting relation information of adjacent frames is an

important part in our networks, we explore different methods

to extract relation information from features, including max

pooling, average pooling and Conv3D.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) An

end-to-end structure called STRN is proposed to extract

appearance and motion information from videos with the

input of consecutive frames only. Our networks can avoid the

problem of extracting optical flow in two-stream networks

and training huge parameters in 3D CNNs. (2) We find

that features of adjacent frames still contain relation infor-

mation, which can make a complement of appearance

information and improve the performance of the whole

architecture. (3) STRN are tested on two classical datasets

UCF-101 [6] and HMDB-51 [7], and achieve the state-of-the-

art performance.

II. RELATED WORKS

Methods for action recognition in videos can be briefly

divided into two categories: hand-crafted methods and deep

learning based methods.

Hand-crafted methods used spatiotemporal feature detec-

tors for video representation. There were many different

spatiotemporal feature detectors such as 3D-Harris [8],

3D-Hessian [9], Dense Trajectories [10] and Improved Dense

Trajectories (IDT) [11]. They represented the video by com-

puting a histogram descriptor such as Histogram of Gradi-

ent and Histogram of Flow (HOG/HOF) [12], Histogram of

Motion Boundary (MBH) [10]. The most successful hand-

crafted work was IDT, which extracted descriptors by tracing

the trajectories of dense points. At that time, IDT with an

SVM classifier could achieve the best result in video action

recognition tasks.

Recently, with the proliferation of deep learning in com-

puter vision, many CNNs-based action recognition methods

have been proposed. Simonyan and Zisserman [4] proposed

two-stream networks which were made up of a spatial

stream for extracting appearance information and a temporal

stream for learning motion information. Introducing optical
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flow greatly improved the performance of the whole archi-

tecture and made the two-stream networks achieve the

state-of-the-art performance at that time. A lot of methods

have been proposed based on two-stream architecture since

then. Temporal Segment Networks (TSN) [13] were proposed

to build a long-term model. TSN evenly divided videos into

several segments and each segment adopted the structure

of two-stream networks. Feichtenhofer et al. [14] proposed

a variety of fusion methods after the convolution layer of

the two-stream network to obtain spatiotemporal features.

They also proposed Spatiotemporal Residual Networks [5]

and Spatiotemporal Multiplier Networks [15]. It was a new

way to extract spatiotemporal features by inserting resid-

ual connections between the spatial and temporal streams

of two-stream architecture. There were many action recog-

nition works on the basic of 3D CNNs which can extract

spatiotemporal information from videos. Tran et al. [16]

proposed 3D ConvNets (C3D) to extract spatiotemporal fea-

tures directly. However, 3D networks were too numerous and

hard to train. Qiu et al. [17] proposed Pseudo-3D Resid-

ual Networks. They simulated the 3 × 3 × 3 convolutions

with 1 × 3 × 3 convolutional filters on spatial domain plus

3 × 1 × 1 convolutions to construct temporal connections

on adjacent feature maps in time. There were also other

3D-CNNs networks such as I3D [19] and T3D [18]. All of

them attempted to directly extract spatiotemporal information

from videos. Wang et al. [20] proposed a new architecture

called Appearance-and-Relation Networks (ARTNet) which

simultaneously extracted the appearance information and

relation information from videos in a separate and explicit

manner. Sun et al. [21] proposed Optical Flow guided Fea-

ture (OFF), which is derived from the definition of optical

flow and used to extract temporal information from features.

The most closely related work to ours is two-stream net-

works, which separately extract spatial and temporal informa-

tion with two branches. Our STRN retain the two branches,

called appearance stream andmotion stream separately. Com-

pared with original two-stream architecture, we remove the

first convolution layer in motion network and feed the motion

stream with the input of relation information between adja-

cent frames instead of stacked optical flow. Our motion

stream is designed to complement the appearance stream.

Now that we can extract relation information from features

in appearance streams, STRN contains spatial and tempo-

ral information simultaneously. Compared with two-stream

architecture, STRN extract appearance and motion informa-

tion from videos with the input of RGB only.

III. SPATIOTEMPORAL RELATION NETWORKS

In this section we will describe our STRN in detail. Firstly,

we will describe the architecture of the STRN. Then, we will

discuss several relation blocks for extracting relation infor-

mation from consecutive frames. Finally, we will state the

process of adding multiple relation blocks into the original

networks to make a complement of relation information.

A. ARCHITECTURE

Original two-stream networks divide video information into

spatial and temporal information. Optical flow is used as

a symbol of the motion information in videos. Along with

the improvement of performance, the computing time is also

greatly increased. To address this problem, we propose a

new two-stream networks called SpatioTemporal Relation

Networks. As shown in Fig. 1, STRN consist of two branches,

called appearance stream and motion stream respectively.

Appearance stream is used to extract spatial information with

the input of consecutive frames. Motion stream learns the

motion information with the input of relation information

extracted by a relation block. Relation information between

adjacent frames is used as a representation of temporal infor-

mation in videos. We attempt to learn spatial and temporal

information simultaneously with the input of RGB only.

1) APPEARANCE STREAM

Appearance information is a vital cue for action recognition

since it contains object and scene information. In our archi-

tecture, we use a 2D CNN to extract appearance informa-

tion from videos. Instead of training the CNN with only a

randomly selected frame, we feed our stream with several

consecutive frames and average scores of all frames as the

last result. Although the length of input frames increases,

there is little gain in appearance stream since spatial informa-

tion extracted from adjacent frames is similar to each other.

However, consecutive frames can be used to extract motion

information from videos which can complement appearance

information.

2) MOTION STREAM

Ourmotion stream extracts motion information with the input

of the relation of consecutive frames. Unlike two-stream

architecture which uses optical flow as the representation

of motion information, our motion stream extracts informa-

tion from relation information of adjacent frames. We think

that features of adjacent frames remain relation information

between frames. So, several relation blocks are designed to

extract relation information from adjacent frames, including

max pooling, average pooling and Conv3D. A 2D CNN is

used to extract motion information with the input of extracted

relation information.

B. RELATION BLOCK

We train our motion stream with the relation of consec-

utive frames which contains motion cues. To extract effi-

cient motion information, learning relation information is an

important part in our networks. We design three different

methods to extract relation information of adjacent frames,

including average pooling, max pooling and Conv3D. All

those methods are operated in time domain of appearance

features. Suppose the length of input frames is T , our relation

block can be represented as f : xa → xm, where xm ∈

R
C×W×H is the input of motion stream and xa ∈ R

T×C×W×H
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is the features of consecutive frames after the first convolution

layer in appearance stream.

1) AVERAGE POOLING

We calculate the average of features of consecutive frames at

the same spatial location and channels. Average pooling can

be formulated as follows:

xm =
1

T

T∑

i=1

x ia (1)

where x ia ∈ R
C×W×H stands for feature of the i-th frame.

Since we should extract relation information from T frames,

average pooling can simply define an arbitrary correspon-

dence among all temporal channels and allow a flexible

length of consecutive frames.

2) MAX POOLING

Like average pooling, we take the maximum of all features

map at the same spatial location and channels. Our max

pooling can be formulated as follows:

x(c,w,h)
m = max{x(c,w,h)

ai
|i ∈ [1,T ]} (2)

where 1 ≤ c ≤ C , 1 ≤ w ≤ W and 1 ≤ h ≤ H . Max

pooling can also make a correspondence among all temporal

channels.

FIGURE 2. The architecture of Conv3D relation block. We insert the
relation block between two convolution block. Before Conv3D, we resize
the features in appearance stream to xa ∈ R

C×T ×W ×H . The kernel size
of 3D max pooling is T × 1 × 1 and the kernel size of Conv3D is 3 × 1 × 1
with the stride of 1.

3) Conv3D

We apply a Conv3D to learn relation information between

consecutive frames followed by a BN layer, a ReLU and 3D

max pooling. Our Conv3D can be formulated as follows:

xm = F(xa,W ) (3)

W stands for the learnable parameters in the Conv3D. Before

Conv3D, we should resize the xa from B × C × W × H to

B′ × T × C × W × H (B means the batch size). Since we

should integrate all temporal channels, the kernel size of 3D

max pooling layer should be appropriate and the length of

frames is fixed to be consistent with kernel size.We described

Conv3D relation block in detail in Fig. 2. Compared with

average pooling andmax pooling, Conv3D is learnable with a

little cost, whichmay improve the performance of the relation

block.

C. MULTIPLE RELATION BLOCKS

We have discussed several relation blocks for extracting rela-

tion information from features of consecutive frames after

the first convolution layer in the above section. Extracted

relation information is used to train our motion stream. Since

features of each frame remain independent at every layer in

appearance stream, relation information of appearance fea-

tures can be extracted at every layer. So we apply our relation

block at the remaining layers to make it complementary to

motion stream. Relation blocks are added at different layers

to see whether introducing extra connection will make an

improvement in our networks or not. The additional relation

block can be formulated as follows:

x lm = F(x l−1
m ,W ) + f (x la) (4)

x lm is the input of the l-th layer inmotion stream, x la is the input

of the l-th layer in appearance stream, f represents the map-

ping of relation block and F is a nonlinear residual mapping

represented by convolutional filter weights W . Additional

relation block is added as a residual part in the motion stream.

FIGURE 3. The architecture of adding additional relation block on
spatiotemporal relation networks. Our base network is a ResNet-50.
We apply Conv3D to extract relation information from features on
appearance stream. Our relation block can be inserted into every layer in
appearance stream and we select to add the relation block after residual
blocks.

D. AN EXAMPLE OF STRN ON ResNet-50

To demonstrate STRN better, we implement our approach

with the baseline network of ResNet-50, which is illustrated

in Fig. 3.We insert additional relation block to extract relation

informationwhich is added as a residual intomotion stream at

the same location. Our relation block can be inserted at every

layer in appearance stream to extract relation information.

Relation blocks are inserted between residual blocks without

changing the structure of each residual block. We do not try

to insert our relation block after the residual block_4, since

it is difficult to extract relation information from high-level

semantic information.

E. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we propose a new end-to-end network for action

recognition, called STRN. STRN consist of two branches,

called appearance stream and motion stream respectively.

Appearance stream is used to extract appearance information

from videos with the input of consecutive frames. Motion

stream are designed to extract temporal information with
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the input of relation information extracted from appearance

stream. There are some works that are similar to ours such

as Spatiotemporal Residual Networks [5] and Optical Flow

guided Feature (OFF) [21]. Spatiotemporal Residual Net-

works insert residual connections between the spatial and

temporal streams of two-stream architecture to extract spa-

tiotemporal features. OFF calculate temporal information

from two adjacent frames according to the calculation of

optical flow. It should be noted that our STRN are quite

different from them. Our STRN differ from Spatiotemporal

Residual Networks mainly in the following two aspects. First,

we extract relation information from appearance stream as

a representation of temporal information instead of calcu-

lating optical flow. Second, we introduce extra connection

between appearance stream and motion stream to comple-

ment relation information. We do not use residual connection

like Spatiotemporal Residual Networks but just make direct

additive fusion of the two streams. Compared with OFF,

first, we use relation block to extract relation information

while OFF calculate temporal information in terms of the

calculation of calculating optical flow. Our relation block

is more flexible and convenient. Second, we try to capture

relation information from multiply frames while OFF extract

temporal information only from two adjacent frames.

IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section experimental results are described. First,

we introduce datasets and experiment settings. Then, we test

the performance of several relation blocks to get the most

effective ones to extract relation information between frames.

Right after that, we study the influence of segment num-

ber and the input length of our networks. Then, we make

some exploration about adding additional relation block after

different layers in the appearance stream. We also test our

networks with the RGB differences input. Finally, we test the

efficiency of our networks and make a comparison between

our method with the state-of-the-art approaches.

A. DETAILS

1) DATASETS

We validate our architecture in two standard video datasets:

UCF-101 and HMDB-51. UCF-101 consists of 13,320 action

videos in 101 categories. It is rich in the aspects of action

types, variation of background, camera motion and view-

point changing. The HMDB-51 dataset contains 6,766 videos

in 51 action categories and it is more challenging than

UCF-101 due to its complex environment. For both datasets,

we report the average accuracy over the three splits of both

datasets.

2) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

ResNet-50 is used as our underlying network. Firstly, we sep-

arately train spatial stream and temporal stream following

with two-stream architecture. We use the pre-trained model

to initialize our STRN during the testing phase of UCF-101.

During the testing phase of HMDB-51, the former model pre-

trained on UCF-101 is used to initialize our networks. The

initialization is very important since two streams are jointly

trained, during which one stream will dominate the whole

architecture.When we initialize our two streams with the pre-

trained parameters, it can address this problem to some extent.

We set the length of input frames to L. To learn a long-

term motion information, each video is divided evenly into

K segments similar to TSN [13]. For every segment, we train

our model with L continuous frames. The input size of one

frame is 224 × 224. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is

used with a batch size of 64 samples and the procedure of

batch normalization uses a smaller batch size of 4 to fit the

GPUmemory. Startingwith a learning rate of 0.001 and it will

reduce to 1/10 of its own when reaching the 40-th epoch and

60-th epochwhile the total epoch is 80. During training phase,

we just apply group random clipping and group random hor-

izontal flipping for data augmentation. During testing phase,

except for data augmentation used in training, we divide

videos evenly into 25 segments to extract enough spatiotem-

poral information. For better convergence of the networks,

gradient clipping is adopted during training phase and the

threshold is set to 20.We average scores of appearance stream

and then fuse the two branches.

TABLE 1. Classification accuracy of our STRN on different relation blocks.
We set the segment number to 3 and RGB input length to 5. All models
are trained and tested on split 1 of UCF-101.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) EFFECT OF RELATION BLOCK

We have proposed three different relation blocks, including

average pooling, max pooling and Conv3D. In this part,

we will test the effect of different relation blocks in UCF-101

dataset. To show the performance of our network structure,

a TSN spatial network is used as the baseline. We apply

the same experimental setting in our spatiotemporal rela-

tion block and TSN spatial networks. During training phase,

we set the segment number to 3 and the RGB input size to 5.

The results shown in Table 1 reveal that three relation blocks

have a significant improvement compared with TSN spa-

tial networks. Conv3D improves the classification accuracy

by 3.2%, followed bymax pooling which improves 3%. Aver-

age pooling still outperforms TSN spatial networks by 2.6%.

The results also reveal that motion stream can complement

appearance stream, which proves our conjecture that fea-

tures of adjacent frames still contain relation information

and can complement appearance information. We also find

that Conv3D can extract more effective relation information

from consecutive frames compared with other two relation

blocks. This could be that Conv3D is learnable. We can

further find that the motion stream is always superior to
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appearance stream. It could be that our relation information is

extracted from features among consecutive frames in appear-

ance stream which contains spatial and temporal information

simultaneously.

Our motion stream gains a little improvement after fused

with appearance stream. That meas our relation information

extracted from features in appearance stream can complement

the appearance information. However, the temporal stream

in two-stream architecture gains a significant improvement

after fusion. We think there are two main reasons. First, our

motion stream extract temporal information with the relation

information, note that the relation information extracted from

appearance stream contains a minimal amount of appearance

information while there is great difference between optical

flow and RGB. Second, we train appearance stream and

motion stream jointly so that it will make one stream dom-

inate the entire architecture causing an inferior result.

2) EFFECT OF SEGMENT NUMBER

We test the effect of segment number on our networks. Dif-

ferent segment numbers are tested to see the effect of long-

term architecture. We set the segment number to 1 compared

with that of 3. The results can be seen in Table 2. We find

that both fusion methods gain some improvement with a

higher segment number. As the number of segment increases,

Cov3D has a 1.17% boost and average pooling improves

by 2.65%. The results show that our model can benefit from

high segment number.We think that with the segment number

increasing, we can get a more efficient long-term model and

extract more spatiotemporal information from videos.

TABLE 2. Classification accuracy of our STRN on different segment
numbers and relation blocks. K means the segment number of our setting
and we set the RGB input length to 5. All models are trained and tested
on split 1 of UCF-101.

TABLE 3. Classification accuracy of our STRN on different data lengths.
We set the segment number to 1. All models are trained and tested on
split 1 of UCF-101.

3) EFFECT OF INPUT DATA LENGTH

We also explore the influence of input data length in our

networks. The results in Table 3 reveal that with data length

increasing, the performance of our networks improves a lot.

Compared with a data length of 3, there is a 1.7% increase

when the data length is 9. When we further increase the data

length, there is almost no increase in our networks while more

GPU memory is required. So, we set the data length to 5 to

coordinate the performance and GPU memory.

4) EFFECT OF MULTIPLE RELATION BLOCK

We have tested our three relation blocks in the above section

and find that Conv3D is the best method to extract relation

information from consecutive frames. Since our appearance

stream always maintains the independence of each frame,

we can extract relation information from every layer of

appearance stream to complement relation information. Our

experimental settings retain unchanged and ResNet-50 is

used as the baseline CNN which contains one convolu-

tion layer, 4 residual blocks and one fully connected layer.

To explore the effect of our relation block on different layers,

we insert relation block after each residual block gradually.

The results can be seen in Table 4. Our STRN achieve the

best result with the accuracy of 90.7% when additional rela-

tion blocks are added after the first residual block. However,

when we choose to add relation block after the rest residual

blocks, the performance of networks falls sharply. The results

drop by 1.5% after adding relation blocks on second residual

block and 3.2% on second and third residual block. We think

that features at the top of the network are semantic informa-

tion and similar to each other, so it is hard to extract relation

information from those features. Meanwhile, the additional

connection will make motion stream dominate the whole

architecture, causing a worse result. This is also the reason

that motion stream gets little gain after fusion. In conclusion,

adding relation blocks at the bottom layer of the network can

improve the performance.

TABLE 4. Classification accuracy of our STRN on UCF-101. We add the
Conv3D relation block after location and gradually add the number of
relation block as shown in the table. All models are trained and tested on
split 1 of UCF-101.

TABLE 5. Classification accuracy of our STRN with RGB differences input
on the two datasets. We set the segment number to 3 and add extra
relation block after block_1. All models are trained and tested on split 1.

5) RESULTS OF RGB DIFFERENCES INPUT

Even though our STRN have obtained a good performance

with RGB input, we test our model with RGB differences

input to make a complement of our networks. RGB differ-

ences, which contains some time information and is easy to

calculate, is the stacked differences of RGB pixel intensities

between consecutive frames. The results in Table 5 reveals

that our networks perform well with the RGB differences

input. After fusion with RGB differences input, our networks
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FIGURE 4. The results of our networks on the all splits of UCF-101. We set
the segment numbers to 3 and insert extra relation block after block_1.

TABLE 6. Efficiency of STRN and other state-of-the-art models. All
models are trained and tested on all splits of UCF-101.

obtain an improvement by 2.1% on the UCF-101 datasets

and 7.4% on the HMDB-51 datasets. The results of STRN

on the all splits of UCF-101 can be seen in Fig. 4. We can

find that fusing RGB differences input can achieve a better

performance.

C. EFFICIENCY OF STRN

In order to evaluate the efficiency of our model, we make a

comparison between STRN and other state-of-the-art meth-

ods. The results are shown in Table 6. TSN (RGB) means that

the network structure used is TSN with the RGB input. The

results in Table 6 reveals that compared with TSN (RGB),

STRN (RGB) improve the accuracy by 5.2% at the expense

of a small amount of computing speed. Besides, optical flow

can seriously slow down the speed of network. When we

introduce optical flow into TSN, the entire network runs

at only 14 fps which is not acceptable for real-time video

processing. Meanwhile, Our STRN (RGB differences) run

over 410 fps with accuracy 91.8% which is efficient and

effective.

D. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

In this part, we make a comparison between our spatiotem-

poral relation networks with the start-of-the-art approaches

on the UCF-101 dataset and HMDB-51 dataset. We select

the result of adding an additional relation block after the

block_1 with the input of RGB and RGB differences.

The results can be seen in Table 7. First, we compare the

performance of TSN spatial network (per-trained on Ima-

geNet) and STRN. We can find that our STRN outperform

TSN by 6.8% on the UCF-101 dataset and 11.2% on the

HMDB-51 dataset. The excellent performance of our net-

work structure proves our hypothesis that features of adjacent

TABLE 7. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on the
UCF-101 and HMDB-51 datasets. Our STRN are pre-trained on the
ImageNet dataset and they achieve a comparable performance to other
methods pre-trained on the Sport-1M and Kinetics datasets with only
RGB input. Segment number is set to 3 and data length is set to 5.
An additional relation block is added after block_1.

frames still contain relation information and can comple-

ment the appearance steam. Introducing relation informa-

tion can improve the performance of the whole architecture.

Then, we compare STRN with several 3D CNNs, including

I3D, C3D and P3D. STRN outperform C3D (pre-trained on

Sports-1M) by 7.4% on the UCF-101 dataset and 10% on the

HMDB-51 dataset. The better performance reveals that our

STRN are more prominent in the extraction of spatiotempo-

ral information than C3D. STRN has a 8.7% improvement

over I3D and 4.6% over P3D on the UCF-101 dataset. Our

networks still outperform C3D (pre-trained on Kinetecs) by

3.4% and TSN spatial network (pre-trained on Kinetecs) by

2.1% on the UCF-101 datasets. Finally, we also compare our

networks with many other networks, the details can be seen

in Table 7. The results reveal that STRN can achieve compa-

rable performance on the UCF-101 and HMDB-51 datasets.

We can draw the conclusion that STRN can learn efficient

spatiotemporal information with the only RGB input.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new end-to-end two-stream net-

works, called STRN. The STRN consist of two branches,

called appearance stream and motion stream respectively.

We hold the opinion that features of adjacent frames also

retain the relation information which can be the represen-

tation of motion information. We extract relation infor-

mation between appearance features with relation block.

Experimental results show that features at the bottom layer

retain rich relation information. Our STRN can extract effi-

cient spatiotemporal information from videos and achieves

comparable performance on UCF-101 and HMDB-51.
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